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A
SUMMARY

The parameters of a linear dynamic system are est imated by urft the maximnum
likellhood method.

Maximum likelihood estimates are asymptotically unbiaosed and efficient, that is they
are -good -estimates. Furthermore the maximum likelihood estimate of a fuction olf
parameters is the fuanction of the maximwn lielihood estimates of those paw,,eters.
Two diferent situations are studied:

(1) the excitation force i raidon;
(2) the excitation force Srdeterministic.
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NOTATION

Drawing a distinction between a random variable and a possible realisation of that random
variable leads to a cumbersome notation.

Contextual information should make it clear which possibility is referred to. As a result, in
this report no distinction will be made.

M A matrix with components MI,
x A vector with components x,

E The mathematical expectation operator

Y A summation over all observed frequencies

n- A product over all observed frequencies

u* The complex conjugate of a

a7  The transpose of a

n The number of ensemble averages

m The number of discrete frequencies observed
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FORMAL DEFINM~ONS

Ou),.) =jth observation of output at frequency w.

IW~%.) = jth observation of input at frequency w.

Sample estimate of aveng output power

P.(ka) T. N ()0).1 *.

N

Samleestmae f aerp npu pwe

Sample estimate of averagle cross power N-

JN

Sample estimate of coherence
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I. FIIODUCniON

This report is concerned with the maximum likelihood estimation of dynamic system
parameters. The particular linear systems considered are:

(i) an elastic aircraft on the ground;

(ii) an elastic aircraft in flight.

(The method used, however, is of quite general application.) The aerodynamic feedback forces
depend in a linear way on the past history of the aircraft. The transfer functions for the "aircraft-
air" system cannot be represented by rational transfer fuuctions. However, rational tranfer
functions can approximate non-rational transfer functions to any degree of accuracy over a
limited frequency range. Chapter 2 gives a brief summary of the properties of linear systems
pertinent to the estimation process. Chapter 3 formulates the deterministic likelihood function
for excitation for single and multiple channels.

"Globally" stable numerical algorithms are also presented to solve the likelihood equations
and an estimate is made of the asymptotic covariance matrix.

Chapter 4 formulates the likelihood function for random excitation of single and multiple
channels. A "globally" stable numerical algorithm is presented for the single channel case.

No attempt is made to solve the general inverse problem of determining the mass density
variation throughout the structure nor the boundary conditions. lere is also no attempt made
at finding coefficients of a set of linear differential equations which is a minimal realisation of the
process.

The purpose of the estimation procedure is to provide estimates of the damped modes and
frequencies which may be compared with the results of finite element program and/or allow the
calculation of generalised mass, generalised damping and generalised stiffness. The Ho
algorithm (Anderson and Moore) provides a method to obtain a minimal realisation from a
transfer function matrix. It is well known that the general inverse problem is unstable, i.e. larg
changes in mass density variations can lead to small changes in the impulse response. An extremely
good summary of the maximum likelihood method is given by Kendall and Stuart (I]. The
asymptotic distribution of the finite Fourier transform, on which this method of estimation
relies for robustness is covered by Brillinger 12) and Anderson 131. Only dementary result in
dynamics theory are called for with the exception of the minimum-phase transfer functions and
the fact that the principal subdeterminants of the transfer function matrix under certain con-
ditions form a minimum-phase system.

There can be a number of reasons for estimating dynamic system parameters. The simple
answer being to obtain a mathematical model, however this really begs the question. Given a
mathematical model of an aircraft on the pround it is possible to compute a model for an air-
craft in flight. Stability questions may then be answered, i.e. for what range of values of forward
speed and altitude is the aircraft stable? Control laws may also be devised to stabilm an
unstable system or to move the system in the shortest possible time (subject to control constraints)
to another state. The last problem requires an accurate model of the dynamical system. The
literature on system identification is immense; a good survey paper is Sywm Idnt#Scute-A
Suwy, by K. J. Astrom and P. Dykhoff. The paper Spectrum Anuysis-A Modem Perctive by
S. M. Kay and S. L. Marple Jr. looks at some of the deficiencies of various estimation procedures,
especially in the time domain, and suggests that the direction of future research is in formulating
computationally efficient maximum likelihood auto-regression moving averages for spectral
estimation. This report is confined to the frequency domain and as such has a number of inherent
advantages for linear systems:

(i) lightly damped modes "separate" more than in the time domain;

(ii) meauremein noise and prom noise am much easier to model;
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(iii) the Fourier transform being a sum of a large number of sample time values allows the
application of the central limit theorem to give a Gaussian distribution for both the
real and the imaginary components-in other words there is a statistical robustness;

(iv) if the noise p rmesses are stationary each frequency component is asymptotically inde-
pendently distributed.

The disadvantage of frequenicy domain analyss are-
(i) non-linearities are harder to deal with in the frequency domain;
(11) non-statIOnarity Of nois causes frequecy components to be statistically correlatd.

2. LIAR SYSMU

In thi section a brief summaruy will be given of the essential properties of linear systems
pertinenit to the estimation process.

Consider a second-order linea stable system

* where x may be finite dimenuional or infinite dimensional.
* .If animpulie for isapplied at thethpoition it follows that

&+ if ith Position (2-2)

Equation (2.2) is equivalent to (2.1) fortI > 0-I with initial conditions 40O+) =0

x40+) 9 Mi40+) [1 Ith poiin.

xt kne+kul, ell (2.3)

Where ues anda's Satisi*

~ke ae ppledatan .. f +aR+LDI =0. (2.4)
N ispuessam ppled t al oherpositions then the impuls response matrix is. assuming that

temtiisymflmetric,

if the matrix is not symmetric then

- E my Tt+.% ??)(2.6)

Where V satifies
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For a linear system with general input !(f)

0t) f X(t-)I()dt (2.7)

where O(t) is the reponse vector. On taking the Fourier transform of equation (2.7) it follows
that

05.-) Z.I. (2.8)

where To, is the transfer function matrix. T. ) is also known as the Fourier transform of the
Green's function. Equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) are very general results and do not rely
of the "lumped parameter" model (2-1) which assumes a spatial averaging of the true partial
differential equation and that the system has no memory. The probability density functions of
observed time functions become much simpler in the frequency domain than in the time domain
hence all calculations are done in the frequency domain. The parameters to be estimated are the
damped modes (modes of decay), decay rates and decay frequencies. A number of situations
are studied:

(i) linear system excited by a deterministic signal;

(ii) linear system excited by a random signal.

3. DETERMINISTIC EXCITATION

3.1 Deteesilastic Excitadtm, Slage Iput sad SuMle Oupu
In this Section a linear dynamic system is excited by a deterministic force at a particular

point and the response is measured at the same or another point. Typical force inputs that may be
used are:

(i) F(i)= Asin 2 0 < 1 < T;

(ii) F(t) = "Hammer blow".

Any force history that has an approximately flat power spectrum over the frequency range of
interest may be used. The relationship between measured output and measured input is

0(k.) = T.)/(j.)+N(.), (3.1.1)

where N(,.) is the noise at frequency to and E(N(,. )) = 0.

E(N(j. .= '(w). (3.1.2)

The noise may be considered to be made up of three components, viz:

(i) output measurement noise;

(ii) effect of non-linearities (non-linearities are treated as though they come from a random
noise source),

1.. (iii) process noise.
In the time domain nothing can be said about the probability density function of the noise,
without making some very strong assumptions. In the frequency domain, however, it is assymp-
totically true that the number of points in the transform increases:

(i) that the real and imaginary parts of N(,.) have a normal probability density function;

(ii) each frequency component is independently distributed.

Statement (i) has two exceptions. At zero frequency and at the NYQIST frequency the imaginary
part of N(,.) is zero with probability one. These two frequencies will be excluded from this
analysis although only simple modifications are needed to include them. The likelihood function
may be formed in the following manner, at each frequency w the output has the "complex"
normal probability density function

3
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where a 2((w) is the unknown noise power at oj. The likelihood function, when there are n ensembles,
is at a particular frequency w

The total likelihood function for n ensembles across a discrete frequency spectrum is
L = 1 ( ~-~)1~'~~ I exp-I(O--TXO* -T*,*)(O)). (3.1.3)

The likelihood function is a maximum when the negative log likelihood is a minimum. Not only
does L contain the parameters of the transfer function, L also contains the noise spectrum u 2(o).

Now

bL
bV2((0) 0

when

a ((D)= 1 (O-TIJO-TI)*. (3.1.4)
n

Substitution of (3.1.4) into (3.1.3) and taking the negative logarithm leads to the minimisation of

E o ! (0-TI)(O*-T*I*)}. (3.1.5)

A simple interpretation may he put on the function (3.1.5), viz. choose parameters in the transfer
function such as to minimise the estimate of the total noise in decibels.

3.2 Numerleal Solatim of the Objective Fmiw o.

In any optimisation procedure the objective function should be well scaled. Let the para-
meters (decay rates, decay frequencies and damped modes) of interest be a, .. .. ap. Then the
function to be minimised is

F(al,..., ap) = 1. Io E(O-TI). (O-TI)

where m is the number of frequency points. The non-linear equations to be solved are

F =0 1=I. p (3.2.I)

The Newton-Raphson method of solving non-linear equations states that if a, are initial estimates
then ai+Aa, are improved estimates where

bF 2F

-+ X- A- - = 0 for all i (3.2.2)

Unfortunately this method fails to converge or takes a long time to converge unless the initial

estimates are sufficiently close to the true values so as to ensure that the Hessian bzF matrix

is positive definite. An approximation to the Hessian matrix is used which is globally positive
semi-definite. This approximation is the asymptotic expected value of the Hessian matrix

- -(P-T*Pi) - -<P TP)b- - bi , bi(3.2.3)
ba, M I I( -IO T)

4
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IF -i ; + U
The~ ~ ~~~M aImtoi coaineA-i:10-T1XO-TI)*

The symtotc coarinoematrix which rdfects the amount of uncertinty in the estimates is
Sgven by

3.3 Detsim~ole SbIe PW Exitation Meltile Pnt MsseaM

If a linear system is excited at a single point and measurements are ma. at a number of
points then there are two possibilities which will be discussed:

(i) the outputs are measured simultaneously;
(Hi) the outputs are not measured simultaneously.

If the outputs are measured simultaneously then it is possible that the system output is con-
tominsted by correlated noise. Under these circumstances the maximum likelihood method leads
to the minimisation of the "integrl of the logarithm of the determinant of the estimated covari-
ance matrix of the noise. The function to be minimised in the case of two outputs is

lg(01 -T, 1 XT 1  It)-* (0, -T, ,IX02*-T2*11') (3.3.1)

(02 -T21 1 I1XO~-T*tuI1 ) (0 2 -T 2 1 It0-T2s It)

Suffcient statistics for this situation are: all the average output powers and all the average cross-
powers between outputs and all the average cross-powers between output and input. If the outputs
are not measured simultaneously and are not measured during the same excitation then the
correlated noise is assumed not to be present and the off-diagonal terms in (3.3. 1) vanish.

The maximum likelihood method under these circumstances leads to the minimisation of
the sum of all the "integrated" logarithms of the estimated noise power spectra. This result is
the direct analogue of the single input-single output case.

4 RANDOM EXCIT1ATION

41 SiW On"ju
If a system is excited by random noise then both real and imaginary components of the

output have a normal distributioe. Each frequency component is asymptotically independently
distributed. If the real and umaginary components of the input are independent and have the same
expected power then Phase has a circular uniform distribution and output power has a negative
exponential probability density function. The previous restriction is equivalent to assuming that
the Foe Ins a certain type of stationarity.

Since

9=T7 (4.1.1)

it follows that

'00. - TT*IP (4.1.2)
Hance the likelihood funtionk at a particular frequency is

II= I (4.1.3)

whens
P 7T*.(4.1.4)

S70t



If there are N ensembles the likelihood function is

IN f zoo I
L=y()exp1 - .,. (4.1.5)

The likelihood function across a discrete frequency spectrum is

1( )exP -J Li., (4.1.6)
,P(.)

Maximising (4.1.6) is equivalent to minimising
ly~q f000

log ,.- + (4-1.7)

A unique solution for the transfer function is not possible even if P(.) is known without error.
This is because if T(,) N(,)/DID ) where N and D are polynomials in s (the Laplace variable) then

I -N(s) N(-s)
P(S) D(s)'D(-s) (4.1.8)PS) = iW I=k

D(s) is uniquely determined since the system is stable. N(s) is not uniquely determined since any
pair of conjugate zeros can be replaced by their "unstable" images and still have the same power
spectrum. If there are 4N complex zeros in P(s) this means that there are 2(z's) possible solutions
for T(s). However the damping and frequencies are uniquely determined from D(s). As an

example of this non-uniqueness consider the two time histories:
(i) -e-3'+2e-";

(ii) Se- 31--e
- 4

1.

(4+012)

Both these time histories have the power spectrum density (9 +wXl6). Multiplication of

the above time histories by -- 1 will generate another two time histories still having the power

spectrum density -- 4-(2-i6 F,. It should be noticed that the exponents remain the same in

all four time histories. The minimum phase system is -e-3'+2e - 4 t.

4.2 NinuwWa Selatm ut te of kd . Eq~aus

After appropriate scaling the function to be minimised is
0" I 1

{I log P, + f9 ]}/M F(a,.,/,) (4.2.1)

OO*
where M is the number of frequency points. For ease in notation define S(.) =W- where 000

is the measured averaged output power and H* is the known average population input power.
The equations to be satisfied are

1sF
- =0 i-.p

If at, are initial estimates then a,+Aai are improved estimates where

W +I 2F- = 0 (4.7-3)

Now NoF- l b_ S MP 
(4.2.4)a--= .Tde , 'aJ
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and

I M (4.2.5)

The Hessian matrix is again approximated by a globally positive definite matrix. The matrix is
replaced by its expected value, and the approximation is asymptotically exact.

4.3 Llmw Systsm Excited by , Ubulwn Raidem Presmre Fiekl

If a linear system is excited by an unknown random pressure field, not necessarily white in
space and time, then it is possible to recover the damped modes, frequencies and dampings of the
system provided that the pressure distribution is assumed to be due to the one random source.
In other words the pressure distribution is coherent. In theory it is only necessary to assume that
any extraneous noise is uncorrelated between measuring stations. However to avoid working
with an unmanageable number of parameters it is assumed that the extraneous noise has a popu-
lation white power spectrum and this is of the same magnitude for all measuring stations. Let

O1 = TI+N i M=.

where 0, is the measured output at position i due to a random pressure distribution I and noise
N. T, is an overall transfer function for the output at position i and

E(NNj) = a2J1j (4.3.1)

E(l10) = I E(IN *) = 0 (4.3.2)

If E(//*) #& I then this is absorbed in Ti. Hence

E(O,O7) = TTj+26,I. (4.3.3)

To uncorrelate the data it is necessary to find the eigenvectors of the matrix (4.3.3). The matrix
(4.3.3) has a degeneracy of order m- I and as a result the eigenvectors may be defined in a number
of ways. This is now done.

Define
Z' = IT, (4.3.4)

Z.. = TIO,,-T.0O1 M > 2 (4.3.5)

then
E(ZZ*) = (T.T*XZTT* + a2) (4.3.6)

E(ZZ*) = (TT?--T.T*)o (4.3.7)

E(Z j) = 0 i 0 j.

The Z random variables are uncorrelated. The maximum likelihood method in this situation leads
to the minimisation of

{ln(T T * )+In(ETT *+a 2)+ (n - l)lnu" +

, n(T ,+ T.T) + Z:Z + Z,Z: ,}.T(TtT:+T.T*)f (ET T-)XTT*+f 2)

It should be noted that the ambiguity in the transfer functions is resolved by using the cross-
power spectra (see Appendix A).

5. CONCLUSION

The maximum likelihood method has been applied to the estimation of linear dynamic
system parameters for both deterministic and random excitation.

Globally stable numerical methods have been presented for the estimation of these para-
meters toeptha with an estimate of the corresponding asymptotic variance. These estimatme have
the desirable property of being both asymptotically unbiased and asymptotically efficient.

7
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APPENDIX A

Ambiguity il Tranmfer Fmtlom Resolved Using Qms-pwer Spectra

Let T,(s) and F2(s) be two transfer functions from a multiple output and multiple input
model. Let I be the random input to each (this is assumed to be white). Hence,

01 = T1l 0 2 = T 21 (Al)

E(O,0*) = T1T*E(IP*) = TrT* (A2)

E(02 01) = T2T E(I*) = T2T2. (A3)

T1 and T2 will have common poles and these may be identified from either the output power
spectrum of channel I or the output power spectrum of channel 2 using the knowledge that the
system is stable. Given the output power spectrum the zeros of TT* may be determined but there
is a question as to how to assign these zeros to T and TO respectively.

Let

T, = N1 /D and T"2 = N21D

where N,, N2 and D are polynomials in S. It follows that

E(020) = N 2N*/D 2 . (A4)

Hence
E(O20*)/E(O20*) = Nz*/N t. (AM)

it follows that provided T, and 72 have no zeros in common then T1 and 72 may be determined
from power spectra and cross-power spectra. In practice the division (AS) is not performed as the
argument may proceed from common factors of E(02 0*) and E(0 202). Overall ambiguity in
sign remains since multiplying each transfer function by -1 does not-change the power spectra.



APPENDIX B

Rdinft lgmah.un Camlu im a Trioder FtI Malaix

Consider a linear time invariant vibrational system obeying Maxwell's law of reciprocity
with no external energy source. Let Tpj(s) (i = 1. N; J = I. N) be a transfer function matrix
then the following statements are true.

(i) Each element has the same poles which lie on the LHS of the complex plane.
(ii) All the zeros of T,, lie on the LHS of the complex plane, that is they are minimum phase

transfer functions.
(iii) Any principal sub-determinant forms a minimum phase transfer function.

(iv) Knowledge of the zeros along the main diagonal determines all the zeros of all the off-
diagonal elements.

Comments will now be made on each of these statements.

(i) The location of poles gives information on the damping and frequency of modes.
It is possible for zero-pole cancellation, if this occurs then for our purposes the

zero and pole are both replaced.

(ii) The zeros of T correspond to the dampings and frequencies of the original elastic
system rigidly constrained at position i. Furthermore these frequencies must be greater
than or equal to the frequencies of the unconstrained system, for lightly damped
systems.

(iii) The zeros of any principal sub-determinant correspond to the original elastic system
constrained at every position whose element is left along the main diagonal. As the
determinant increases in size the transfer function tends to an all-pole filter.

(iv) As an example consider the 2 x 2 determinant

Tit T1 2T1 T1 let T,1  NIjID (T12 = T21 )

T12 T22

where N and D are polynomials in s. The determinant is

(i 22 -N 12)/D (s) = --sD~s)
hence

N2 2(s) = NI1 N22-E(s)D(s)

and N 2 may be uniquely determined, provided N,,, N2 2 and D are known. E(s) is
determined from the fact that N, I N 2 2-ED has repeated roots and

N1 2(SI) = Njj(S,)N2 2(S)
where S, is any zero of D(s). The zeros of any off-diagonal term (Tj) are calculated by
considering the binary system

i T11 To
S ij

IT., T4j
The total transfer function matrix cannot, however, be reconstructed due to ambiguity
in signs. In the example given N 2 2 may be uniquely found, N1 :, however, has an
ambiguity of sign.

L o



The number of possibilities considering only binary systems is 2(,). Taking into account
higher order determinants reduces this number to 2"- 1. As an example of these "phase" posi-
bilities consider a matrix which is 3 x 3 with an acceptable phase distribution

then the other possibilities are+: +- +1•  +1[:
This pattern of signs leaves all principal suldeterminants invariant.

)-
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